Contact :
montrealsketchfest@gmail.com

PERFORMERS / ARTISTES
• 2 Humans (Toronto) • 3rd Klass (Toronto) • A Shoddy Magician (Toronto) • A.K.A. Flora Lynn (Montreal)
• Action Park (New York) • Baby Shoes (New York) • Barbara (Toronto) • Beans on Toast (Montreal)
• Bridge & Tunnel (New York) • Ça Suffit la Comedie (Montreal) • Cash Grab (Toronto)
• Champagne Maywest (Montreal) • Dead Dads Club (New York) • Ding Dong (Toronto) • Dink Floyd (Montreal)
• Employees of the Year (Montreal) • Falcon Powder (Toronto) • Freddie & Jess (Toronto) • Gary. (Montreal)
• Genius Gold (St-Henri) • Get off the Stage (Montreal) • Grumpy Old Men (Montreal) • Hamhock Velvet (Montreal)
• High Dramma (Philadelphia) • HOT RAW FIRE (Montreal) • It Doesn’t Have to Be this Way (Los Angeles)
• Jessica Fitzpatrick (Toronto) • Junkyard Dukes (Toronto) • Knock Knock (Montreal) • Ladies & Gentlemen (Montreal)
• Ladystache (Toronto) • Le deuxième choix du Président (Montréal) • Les Bunheads (Montreal) • Les Lundis (Montreal)
• Les Pic-Bois (Montreal) • Lil’ RasGALS (Toronto) • Marty Topps (Toronto)
• Math, Science, and the Humanities (Brooklyn) • Mozart et Fils (Montréal) • O DAT DUM (Toronto)
• Palcoholics (Toronto) • Panacea! (Toronto) • Parker & Seville (Toronto) • Peggylouloulouloulou (New York)
• Peter N’ Chris (Vancouver) • Prudence Divine (Montreal) • Sanderjohnson (Montréal) • Sawyer & Hurley (Boston)
• Stockton (New York) • Swaghetti Yolonaise (Montréal) • Swamp Mouth (Montreal) • Tall Sigh (Toronto)
• Tall Tall Lady (Montréal) • That’s So Whatever (Toronto) • The Bixtons (Toronto) • The Priesty Boyz (Montreal)
• The Rocket Scientists (Toronto) • The Significunts (Montreal) • The Weaker Vessels (Toronto)
• The Wire Mothers (New York) • Tropic of Capricorn (Montreal) • Uncalled For (Montreal) • Vest of Friends (Toronto)
• We Just Make this Stuff Up (Montreal) • Wendigo (New York)

AWARD WINNERS / LES TROUPES GAGNANTES
Best of the fest Award / Prix de la meilleure troupe :
Vest of Friends
Just for Laught Award/ Prix Just For Laughs :
Peter N’Chris
Lifetime achievement / Prix Lifetime achievement :
Ladystache

Bag o’Beer Award / Prix Bag o’ Beer (best newcomer
/ la meilleure nouvelle troupe) :
Jess Fitzpatrick & Falcon Powder
Zoofest Award / Prix Zoofest : Marty Topps
Best Montreal’s Award/ Prix de la meilleure troupe
montréalaise : Hot Raw Fire

PARTNERS & SPONSORS / PARTENAIRES ET COMMANDITAIRES

MORE DETAILS / PLUS EN DÉTAILS
2 HUMANS (Toronto, ON)

2 Humans are a sketch troupe made up of two humans, Natalie
Metcalfe and Michael Mongiardi. Their sketches are designed
to show who they are as people, with what appears to be loosely
scripted dialogue. They take regular everyday situations and explode
them into the absurd, with twists and turns that sometimes even the
actors don’t see coming. They have been featured in Sketch Festivals
all over North America including Toronto, Philadelphia, Montreal,
Boston and most recently Chicago. In 2014 they were nominated for
the Tim Sims Encouragement Fund, in partnership with The Second
City. And in 2015 were named runner-up for Toronto’s Best Sketch
Troupe, by NOW Magazine.

3RD KLASS (Toronto, ON)
International despised sketch troupe 3rd Klass will leave every man, woman, and child in the audience
feeling freshly hysterectomized. You’re welcome!

A SHODDY MUSICIAN (Toronto, ON)
The tricks? Terrible. The Magician? Pompous. The result? Ridiculous. Join Steve Boleantu and his
half-witted Assistant, Kevin Dowse, for a grand spectacle! Death-defying stunts; telekinesis; and
maybe even a touch of romance? You WILL be mystified.
« Hilariously lives up to the character’s shoddy’ label » - Sharilyn Johnson Now Magazine

AKA FLORA LYNN (Montreal, QC)
A.K.A. Flora Lynn comprises of Laura Flynn, and Laura Flynn
alone. A.K.A. Flora Lynn brings the thoughts and characters
inside Laura Flynn’s head to life. Brace yourselves to discover the
inner workings of Laura Flynn’s mind.
Laura Flynn is an improviser, actor, stand-up comedian, character-based performer hailing from Dundalk/Fundalk, Ireland, with
experience performing on both sides of the pond. Based in Montreal, Laura is an active member of the improv community at
Théâtre Ste-Catherine and at Montreal Improv. She has performed at nights such as Yarn, Ladies and Gentlemen, Hey Gorgeous!
and Gettin’ Plorpy. This year will see Laura in the role of ‘Ginny’ in VSP’s 5 Lesbians Eating A Quiche at the 25th St-Ambroise
Montreal Fringe Festival.

ACTION PARK (New York, NY)
Action Park is a house sketch team at the Magnet Theater in New York comprised
of multi-talented writer/performers from diverse backgrounds. Magnet Theater’s
first predominantly female sketch team consistently delivers high energy, characterbased, and often musical shows.
Starring Geri Cole, Michael Delisle, Dan Dobransky, Jonathan Keller, Ingrid Ostby,
Dennis Pacheo, Sierra Pasquale, Dmitry Shein, and Hannah Wright.

BABY SHOES (New York, NY)

Simple words, big feelings and gut-wrenching laughs; just like
funny-man Ernest Hemingway would have wanted. Described by
Bloody Underrated as, “Dark and f*cked up!…all done right,” NYC’s
Magnet Theater house sketch team and TimeOut Chicago Critic’s
Pick Baby Shoes will keep you giggling and squirming. (In a fun
way!)
Collective writing and performing credits: Newsweek, Vh1, The
Huffington Post, Upright Citizens Brigade, Funny or Die, Sirius
Radio, Broadway.com, The Truth Podcast, Reductress, Story Pirates,
ComedySportz, as well as a winners of the LA Weekly Award and
ATX Television Festival Pitch Competition. Festivals: Chicago
Sketch Fest, New York City Sketch Festival, Boston Comedy Arts
Festival, Big Little Comedy Festival, and Philly Sketch Fest.
Everyone on the team serves as both a writer and performer. Baby
Shoes is Evan Barden, Greg Boz, Tom Dunlap, Mike Dwyer, Chano
Garcia, Bob Kern, Ally Kornfeld, Megan Meadows, and Amanda
Xeller. Directed by Becca Schall.

BARBARA (Toronto, ON)

Barbara is a Toronto based musical act consisting of brothers Raynor and Tyler SemrickPalmateer. Their aim is to make being pushed down feel like being propped up. With a penchant
for the grotesque and unusual, Barbara produces film, music and theatre that disturbs you into a
state of transcendent unease, leaving the audience grateful as well as resentful for the experience.

BEANS ON TOAST (Montreal, QC)
I know you’re thinking, who’s the beans and what’s the toast? Good question. But
beans is a state of mind, and the toast is the thought bread that state of mind is
thinly spread on. Also we normally tell jokes, but for Sketchfest, we make ART!!!

BRIDGE & TUNNEL (New York, NY)
Bridge & Tunnel is a NYC-based sketch group that has performed since 2012 at the Peoples
Improv Theater. They recently played Chicago Sketchfest and have performed in NYC
Sketchfest, Boston Comedy Arts Festival and four straight Montréal Sketchfests.

ÇA SUFFIT LA COMÉDIE (Montreal, QC)
Le concept du spectacle est basé sur deux disciplines très appréciées du public québécois
soit l’improvisation et le « stand up comic ». Chaque semaine, l’animateur Richardson
Zéphir réunit deux humoristes et deux comédiens. Il leur imposera des mises en scène
inusitées sur lesquelles ils devront créer des sketchs dans le but de faire rire. L’animateur
demande également au public d’attribuer des personnages ou une contrainte aux invités
avant de commencer chacune des mises en scène. Les mises en scène sont communément
appelées des jeux lors de l’émission. Les invités seront également accompagnés de
musiciens qui seront à leur service tout au long du spectacle afin d’aider les invités à
bonifier leur expérience durant les différents jeux.
Depuis 2010, on a pu voir Ça Suffit la Comédie dans plusieurs festival comme le Zoofest
JPR et les meilleurs humoristes de la relève ainsi que de grand comédiens y sont passé.
Tout le monde veut relever le défi qu’est Ça Suffit la Comédie !

CASH GRAB (Toronto, ON)
Cash Grab is a ragtag group of comedians from all over the Greater Ontario Area, from Tillsonburg
to Belleville. They are a bridge mixture of smart, silly and plain absurdist humor that all graduated
from the Humber Comedy Program in 2012. Since then they have performed in Toronto, Montreal,
Milwaukee and several small towns in Ontario. Also they are handsome and 2/5th single.

CHAMPAGNE MAYWEST (Montreal, QC)
Champagne Maywest présente une série de sketchs, monologues et chansons pour vous plonger
dans un univers éclaté et carrément idiot. Tantôt grinçant, tantôt simplement con, Champagne
Maywest explore les numéros courts et cherche à surprendre tout en faisant vivre un petit
moment de folie contrôlée. Mettant en vedette: David Beaucage, Katherine Levac (SNL Québec) et
Sebastien Mathieu.

DEAD DADS CLUB (New York, NY)
In 2010, Kristen Bartlett and Jason Gore’s dads died within months of
each other. Together, they formed The Dead Dads Club–an unstoppable
grief-fighting force that is often tough, but occasionally falls apart when
“Big Fish” is on HBO. This is a sketch show about what it’s like to lose a
parent and realize that you are going to die, too, and there’s nothing you
can do about it. (But it’s funny. We swear.)
« Dead Dads Club, maybe above all else, is about leaning on comedy as a
distraction and as a solace » – Paste Magazine
Dead Dads Club just finished a run at the Upright Citizens Brigade
Theatre in New York.

DING DONG (Toronto, ON)
This sketch comedy duo was born on the tropical stages of Toronto. Ding
Dong represents the barrage of strange thoughts both Chantale Renee and
Amanda McQueen suffer through each day. Much like a casual drop-by,
Ding Dong proves to be surprising and delightful.
Chantale Renee and Amanda McQueen are two writer/performer types
from apple-yielding Ontario. On a sunny Thursday in July, their minds
met and immediately moulded. Together, they like to smell the strange,
wear the ugly and play ping pong. Gal pals, who hope to one day meet
Rush Limbaugh.

DINK FLOYD (Montreal, QC)
Dink Floyd is a sketch comedy group based in Montreal, Quebec. They comprise of David, Jiva and
Lar and can be found performing at the Montreal Improv Theater as well as other venues across
Montreal.

EMPLOYEE OF THE YEAR (Montreal, QC)
Employees of the Year are a coupla’ sweet lil’ babies who like to laugh and dance. This
marks their fourth Sketchfest and they’re just chuffed about it!

FALCON POWDER (Toronto, ON)
Falcon Powder are thrilled to be making their Montreal debut! Made
up of Toronto comedy veterans and married fathers Jim Annan, Scott
Montgomery & Kurt Smeaton. “The Powder” (as no one calls them)
perform short comedic stories (or “sketches”), that will blow the socks off
your mind’s feet while punching your heart in its face. Anyway, they’ve
won a Canadian Comedy Award, were named Best of the Fest in 2010 and
2011 at the Toronto Sketch Fest and in 2012 at the LA Sketch Fest, and most
recently won the Audience Choice Award at the 2015 Toronto Sketch Fest.
They travel with their awards and will show you if you ask or sometimes
even if you don’t.

FREDDIE & JESS (Toronto, ON)
Freddie Rivas has been writing and performing sketch in Toronto for the last 10 years,
most notably with Canadian Comedy Award winning show Rapp Battlez and Frenzy.
Jess Bryson, originally from Vancouver, cut her sketch teeth with west coast troupe,
Pump Trolley and is a regular performer with the CCA nominated Bad Dog Repertory
Players. The met in Toronto’s bustling comedy scene and started their sketch monthly,
The Scene in 2014.
Freddie & Jess love you, audience, so please love them back. Their high energy,
character driven sketch all comes from the heart and tackles the big issues, like robot
wars.

GARY (Montreal,QC)
Comprised of Pat Dussault (22 Minutes, JFL), Alain Mercieca (DéPFLIES), Al
Lafrance (Flapjack Cadillac), Rodney Ramsey (JFL, The Debaters), and Sehar Manji
(Montreal Improv), Gary. has been hailed as a “super troupe” by many of its own
members. Is that a fair description? What are you, a cop?

GENIUS GOLD (St-Henri)
Genius Gold: An avant-garde sketch troupe consisting of Alain
Mercieca and Keith Waterfield. Fast-paced, somewhat improvised,
and with the goal of touching on every joke that has ever been told.
Genius Gold.

GET OFF THE STAGE (Montreal, QC)
Get Off The Stage (Kyle Allatt, Tim Diamond & Francis Martins) spent the first 37 months of
their existence splitting their time between playing Operation and working undercover at an
American Apparel weatshop, until deciding to pursue Sketch Comedy in 2013. Their favourite
color is Taupe.

GRUMPY OLD MEN (Montreal, QC)
Mordi and Saul are two grumpy old men. There is nothing those two won’t
complain about. Don’t get them started!
Grumpy Old Men are Jeff Gandell (The Balding, le Cagibi’s Yarn storytelling
event) and Joshua Budman (The High Note Web Series, Jewbacca).
In 2014, Joshua Budman and Jeff Gandell joined forces to enter the 2014
Threepio competition at Montreal Improv. Thus, Grumpy Old Men was born.
What started as improv evolved into two of the grumpiest old men this side of
the hemisphere. Mordi with his bifocals and pocket protector, and Saul with his
hat and trusty pipe, will find anything to complain about.
From the weather, to the situation in Israel, to Justin Beiber (what the hell is up
with that kid?). Once you get them started, there’s no stopping them.
They’ve been to Hollywood and back, and now they’re COMING TO
SKETCHFEST!

HAMHOCK VELVET (Montreal, QC)
Raucous rock n roller and tender melting drooly bear,
the vivacious frontman of Hamhock Velvet & The Silky
Pillows made his album debut in 2014 with Warm Mess,
featuring select favourites “Boohoo Forever” and “Human
Garbage Boogie”. Now back on the scene with some new
sound juice, Hamhock is pleased to pour out some fresh
feelings at the Montreal Sketchfest.

HIGH DRAMMA (Philadelphia, PA)
High Dramma seeks to combine traditional sketch
comedy with elements of musical, dance, pantomime, all
intertwined with live music provided by a mad banjo player
into a whirlwind of high-minded vulgarity and low-brow
sophistication.
High Dramma is a 100% independent sketch comedy
troupe that has been active in Philadelphia for almost 7
years now. They have put on well over 150 performances
of over 30 different shows and have an active video sketch
library as well.
In addition to co-producing Philly Sketchfest for the last 2 years, High Dramma has also added stops at New York City
Sketchfest, Montreal Sketchfest and Charm City Comedy Fest as notches on the ol’ sketch comedy bedpost. High Dramma was
also won the coveted “Dirtiest Sketch in Philadelphia” competition in 2012 with their entry, “Parasitic Twin”.
Actors/Writers Sarah Braun, D.C. Fisher, Curt Riedy and Jackie Wolfson are the primary members of the group, with over 1
dozen other performers appearing when schedules permit. Between-sketch banjo music and entertainment is provided by Pete
Heleva.

HOT RAW FIRE (Montreal, QC)
Montreal’s premiere bunch of buds who just love rippin up some hard sketch laughstyles. Known for use of live video and power tools on stage, PG-13 mime, body and
prop horror, and not being boring ass dipshits.
Jacob Greco, Danny Belair, Lise Vigneault, Paul Naiman & Deirdre Trudeau.
“We’re excited to see whatever that means” – Grace Perry, TimeOut Chicago
“The sketches are clever, short and take your brain to a weird place.” – Alannah
Graham, my comedy report

IT DOESN’T HAVE TO BE THIS WAY (Los Angeles, CA)
It Doesn’t Have to Be this Way has been a main stage iO West
sketch team since July 2014. We have also performed at indie
sketch nights throughout Los Angeles, and our team members
have individually been featured on Funny or Die’s Test Tube,
FOX’s Laughs, Splitsider, Not Another Sundance Movie and
many other venues and projects.
The members of It Doesn’t Have to Be this Way has been trained at world famous sketch comedy training centers, including
UCB, iO, Second City and Groundlings. They have gained a reputation for taking the fundamentals of sketch comedy
performance and turning them on their head in surprising and fun ways.
Dan Banas (Not Another Sundance Movie, Funny or Die Test Tube)
Jillian Saint (“Ragdoll”, “Terrestrial Soup”)
Susan Sassi (Writer, Producer and Performer in “Victorian Courting and Zombies,” recommended by NPR)
Erik Voss (Writer for Splitsider, finalist, FOX Comedy Script Contest and 2014 Austin Film Festival)
Directed by Mike Canale

JESSICA FITZPATRICK (Toronto, ON)
This one-woman sketch-a-thon explores everything ridiculous through
satirical sketches, physical comedy and characters. Creator & performer
Jess Fitzpatrick is best know for her high-energy, physicality and gorgeous
six pack abs.
Originally from Stittsville, Ontario, Jessica Fitzpatrick is an actor, writer
and comedian, currently living in Toronto. She is an honors graduate of the
Humber School for Comedy Writing and Performance in Toronto, Ontario,
where she received the prestigious Brian Linehan Scholarship Award in
2011. Jessica is best known for her high-energy characters and over the top
physicality. She has toured around Canada with her self-created solo show
Cupidity, which made a stop at the Atlantic Fringe Festival last year and
received fantastic reviews.
In March 2015 Jessica performed her live solo-sketch comedy show at the Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival to a sold out
audience. Her solo-sketch explores everything ridiculous through original and satirical live sketches, physical comedy and
storytelling that blend together seamlessly to create an evening of uproarious laughter. Audiences can expect a high-energy,
diverse comic mix and a few surprises.
“THERE’S NOTHING LIKE A GOOD BELLY LAUGH AND JESS FITZPATRICK REALLY KNOWS HOW TO DELIVER
THEM.” – THE HALIFAX COAST

THE JUNKYARD DUKES (Toronto, ON)
A quartet of sketch comedy Barbarians whose bond was forged
in the fires of The Sketchersons and Sunday Night Live; the
Dukes have been described as “a lot of nonsense in the best way
possible”, “hilarious and totally charming”and “Winners of the
Producer’s Pick Award – Toronto Sketchfest 2015”
Andy Auld, Joel Buxton, Daryn McIntyre & Phil Moorhead

KNOCK KNOCK (Montreal, QC)
Knock Knock. Who’s there? Good question. Armed with word play and
weird ideas and fueled by wine and hummus, this Montreal quartet is
composed of local stand-up comics, improvisors, and story-tellers. Most of
them are probably taller than most of you.
KNOCK KNOCK, formerly known as The Procrastiwinners, came out of
the gate frantically flailing, only to win Audience Choice at their very first
show, Voix de Ville at the Wiggle Room in Montreal, in the fall of 2014.
Since then, its four team members have seen nothing but success, in that they finally got around to changing the name of their
troupe.
Knock Knock is:
- CHRIS TYLER, who does improv with one of Montreal Improv’s house teams. Chris enjoys dancing, fighting and philosophy.
- DOMINIQUE BLAIN, who is just, like, trying things out, man. Improv, sketch, writing, singing, movement, Photoshopping. But
mostly eating.
- JASON HATRICK, a Montreal-based comedian who was selected as one of the Young Guns of Comedy by the Comedy Nest, and
who has been featured in Zoofest. He continues to entertain delusions that he’ll be rich and famous one day.
(Editor’s note: The rest of the team will happily ride on his coat tails.)
- And MARIANA VIAL, whose joyous and numerous years of improv experience have not prepared her for memorizing lines.

LADIES & GENTLEMEN (Montreal, QC)
Daniel Carin & Chris Sandiford. Montreal. Stand Up. Sketch. Improv.
Writing. Acting. Best Friends. Mothers, Fathers, Politicians, Poets,
Awards Won. Hearts Broken. Large Coffee. Cheque Please.

LADYSTACHE (Toronto, ON)
Ladystache is a female sketch duo from Toronto. They have a fast
paced brand of comedy full of energy, bizarre characters, Bjork
imitations and an occasional wolf hat. Their sketches twist, turn,
offend and delight. Mustaches not included.
Ladystache is Stephanie Tolev & Allison Hogg

LE DEUXIÈME CHOIX DU PRÉSIDENT (Montreal, QC)
Le Deuxième Choix du Président, formé à l’origine comme troupe
d’improvisation longue forme pour le projet Troispéo à Impro
Montréal, se lance maintenant dans le sketch! Avec son mélange
d’humour malaisant, d’absurde et de commentaire social, Mélissa,
François, Aimie et Jonathan espèrent vous faire passer un moment
de pur plaisir non-coupable…

LES BUNHEADS (Montreal, QC)

Les Bunheads sont le duo ultime d’humour de bouffonnes
dominantes, mis en scène par James Keylon de l’École de
Clown et Comédie Francine Côté. Leur comédie burlesque
plein de précision, compétition, et dynamisme est toujours
divertissante!
Choréographes and interprètes: Vanessa Kneale & Janie
Pinard
Les Bunheads are the ultimate alpha female comedy
slapstick duet, directed by James Keylon from l’École de
Clown et Comédie Francine Côté. This physical comedy is
variety entertainment ridden with precision, competition,
and pizzazz!

Vanessa has a Bachelor’s degree in Contemporary Dance and Business. Finding her niche in comedy dance, she was part of
the company Dance Animal (Cirque du Soleil ‘Best Original Production’ 2009), and has since plunged into the art clown and
physical comedy at the Francine Côté Clown and Comedy School in Montréal.
Janie is a trained dancer from Sudbury, where she is also the choreographer and founding member of YES Theatre. She has
toured extensively throughout Ontario, performing in multiple Forum Theatre pieces. Her passion for the art of clown and
physical theatre continuously grows after having studied at l’École de Clown et Comédie Francine Côté in Montreal.

LES LUNDIS (Montreal, QC)
Les Lundis d’impro est la troupe maison du Le Nouveau
International, compagnie en résidence au Théâtre SteCatherine. Inspiré du théâtre improvisé, cette troupe
de jeunes talents a su faire sa marque au cours des deux
dernières années. Les Lundis d’impro est un événement
unique à Montréal qui, pour Sketchfest Montréal, sauront
vous faire rire avec des sketchs humoristiques originals.

LES PICS BOIS (Montreal, QC)
Inspirés par les œuvres de Meunier, de South Park et des
Monthy Python, les deux kids de Valleyfield ont créé
un style bien à eux qui ne laisse personne indifférent.
Lorsque leur côté adolescent-punk-rock se joint à leurs
personnages aussi colorés qu’attachants, ils parviennent à
amener leur public dans une balade qu’il n’oubliera pas!
Les Pic-Bois sont un tsunami d’air frais, explosifs et
efficaces, capables de satisfaire les hordes undergrounds
autant que le grand public!

L’IL RASGALS (Toronto, ON)
Together Chelsea Larkin and Susannah Kiernan form sketch duo “L’il RasGALS”, and
one regular sized human (almost). Combined they have many years of improv and sketch
experience, and somehow manage to appeal to Moms and Bros alike!?

MARTY TOPPS (Toronto, ON)
Marty Topps is a two-time Canadian Comedy Award nominated musical
comedian from Toronto. Known for his synth heavy tunes, keytar solos
and high energy live show Marty has been wowing audiences nationwide
through his catchy anthems about his failed marriage, legal troubles,
favourite t-shirts (TapouT) and love of Jeeps.
“He sang songs of tacos, infidelity and genitals with the grace and nuance of
a goat giving birth to a helicopter.” Exclaim!

MATH, SCIENCE, AND THE HUMANITIES (Brooklyn, NY)
Math, Science, & the Humanities are 9 feet tall and feed on nuts and seeds. Weighing in at over
400 lbs, they have a hard exterior shell with a fleshy membrane on their underside. They reside in
NYC and are frightened easily, so approach with caution.

MOZART ET FILS (Montreal, QC)
Mozart et fils c’est trop amis d’impro qui ont
décidé de créer des sketchs à partir de sessions de
déconnages au théâtre Sainte-Catherine. Drôles,
spontanés et bizarroïdes Reda Max et Maïté font
un trio d’enfer sur scène.
Maxime Vaché, Reda Saoui, Maïté Sinave

O DAT DUM (Toronto, ON)
O Dat Dum is Canada’s only Sketch Comedy Juggernaut Super
Troupe, giving a home to material too dum for anywhere else.
Winners of the 2015 Sketchiest Sketch Troupe Award and the
2016 Producer’s Pick at the Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival.
O DAT DUM is a sketch show where comedy’s dumbest ideas
have a safe haven. The audience is asked to participate in the
show by shouting ‘O Dat Dum’ (either individually or as a group)
whenever something particularly dumb is occurring on stage,
which will be frequently.
O DAT DUM started as a show concept in an impromptu
brainstorm session between sketch performers from a variety
of troupes at Comedy Bar after a show at the Toronto Sketch
Festival in 2014. Involved in this wide-ranging conversation
were Dave Barclay and Matt Kowall (both members of Parker &
Seville), Cameron Wyllie (Bitches Leave), Jeff Clark (The Weaker
Vessels), Natalie Metcalfe (2 Humans) and Carson Pinch (The
Sketchersons).

PALCOHOLICS (Toronto, ON)
Palcoholics consists of Matt Nadeau and Aaron Peever, a couple neat
best friends that love to use the art of sketch comedy to mess with
each other and give the audience a good time. A bit of sketch, a bit of
Improv, kinda drunk, all funny.

PANACEA! (Toronto, ON)
Recently listed as the Top Ten Comedy Shows of 2015 in both NOW Magazine and
Torontoist, Panacea! flirts with the boundaries between the dark side of humanity
and the hilarious mundanities that go hand-in-hand with being alive. Panacea! can
be your cure, a placebo, a placeholder or a very cheap pinot grigio.
“Some of the freshest young comedy talent in the city” – NOW Magazine

PARKER & SEVILLE (Toronto, ON)
Parker & Seville have been stunning Toronto audiences since
2007 with their loose, riffy, goofy, physical, style. Topics include
Canada Dry Cranberry Ginger Ale and sadness. Winners of the
2014 Toronto Sketchfest Sketchiest Sketch Troupe award.
Parker & Seville (Dave Barclay and Matt Kowall) met in 2005 at Humber College in the Comedy Writing & Performance
Program. For five years they performed as a baggy-pants style comedy duo with intense, rapid-fire physical banter, and they have
kept some aspects of that style in their current incarnation. While performing as a vaudeville duo they got involved with the
burlesque community and performed in Montreal, Boston and Chicago.
After getting all they could from the vaudeville form they changed to performing in a less restrictive, sketch-based style, and
found their home in the sketch comedy community. In 2014 they were honoured to receive the Toronto Sketch Comedy Festival
Understudies Memorial Sketchiest Sketch Troupe Award, a peer-nominated award given to the Toronto sketch troupe that best
embodies what sketch is all about.
Later that year they founded (with Carson Pinch, Cam Wyllie, Natalie Metcalfe and Jeff Clark) the sketch supergroup O Dat
Dum (also applying to the Montreal Sketch Festival), which went on to win the 2015 Sketchiest Sketch Troupe Award.
“superb timing” – The Washington Times
“One of Toronto’s Favourite Sketch Troupes” – commentsenabled.ca
“Some of the freshest young comedy talent in the city” – NOW Magazine

PEGGYLOULOULOULOULOU (New York, NY)
Peggylouloulouloulou is a very messy character and sketch show starring goof
Amanda Xeller and maybe you! But mainly Amanda.

PETER N’ CHRIS (Vancouver, BC)
Peter n’ Chris (Peter Carlone and Chris Wilson) are a 3
time Canadian Comedy Award winning sketch troupe from
Vancouver BC (Best Sketch Troupe and Best Comedic Play
2013/2014).
They have performed in acclaimed festivals such as Just For Laughs, JFL42, The San Francisco Sketch Comedy Festival and
the Chicago Sketch Fest. They were a featured act at the 2013 and 2014 Toronto Sketch festival where they earned back to back
“Audience Choice” awards. They are contributing writers to CBC Radio 1’s sketch comedy show The Irrelevant Show, CBC
Punchline, and have contributed video content to College Humor.
Peter n’ Chris also frequently tour the Canadian Fringe Festival circuit where they earn frequent Best of Fest Awards, having built
a large following across Canada and the U.S for their fast-paced, cinematic and extremely physical style that pushes comedic
theatre to its limits.

PRUDENCE DIVINE (Montreal, QC)
Prudence Divine is Dawn Ford – a solo sketch performer
morphed out of training at Montreal Improv for the last 3
years.
Dawn performed in the 2014 Montreal Sketch Fest with
The Montreal Improv Sketch Group Ghost Town Comedy.
Dawn also performs Stand Up Comedy.

SANDERJOHNSON (Montreal, QC)
Sanderjohnson is Darren, Joel, Paras and Stefan, four exuberant gentlemen who spend their
nights hashing out sketches in luxurious locales. They have a good time with each other and
want the world to see them having a good time together on stage.
Sanderjohnson creates sketches using a patented process involving complex lists, international
influences, opinionated soliloquies and sometimes beer. Expect to see them on stage bringing
to life angels, demons, groups of sports bros, wives, husbands, the 90s and your father.
Here’s how it went down. Paras and Stefan and Joel did an improv show, somebody said “we
should write some sketches.” Joel was like, “yeah, I’d be down.” Someone else said, “cool.” Joel
continued, he was like “I know this guy who’s good.” That’s how Darren showed up, he was
like, “hey.” Now we’re Sanderjohnson!

STOCKTON (New York, NY)
Characters, premises, assists, point guarding – Stockton does is all while
being hilarious, silly, sometimes sad and always really hard to google. A
house sketch team from the Magnet Theater that writes and performs a
new show every three weeks. Occasionally they take the best of the best
from those shows and make a dream team of sketches, which they then
tour around the country, bounce pass!
Matt Abedi, Sarah Cassell, Brendan Goggins, Sara Kalkstein, Diego
Martinez, Emma Rogers, Katie Sicking, Andrew Vuilleumier & Matt
Wassung

SAWYER AND HURLEY (Toronto, ON)
Sawyer and Hurley are a Boston sketch duo
featuring Dennis Hurley and Dave Sawyer.
Experienced performers and comedians, they
been performing thier two-man show since 2005.
They were the headlining act at the 2012 Philly
Sketchfest and have been featured at The NYC
Sketch Comedy Festival and The North Carolina
Comedy Arts Festival.
Dennis Hurley is an actor and comedian and has
appeared on The Daily Show on Comedy Central.
Dave Sawyer is an improviser and comedy actor
and has performed at over 30 comedy festivals
around the world.
Their sketch comedy is inspired by pop-culture and the awkwardness of everyday life. Sawyer and Hurley was the headlining
act of the 2012 Philly SketchFest and has been featured at The NYC Sketch Festival, Montreal Sketch Comedy Festival, North
Carolina Comedy Arts Festival, The Boston Comedy Arts Festival, and ImprovBoston’s Best of Boston Sketch.
In addition to their sketch shows, they also perform an original concept show called, “The Complete Works of Batman
(Abridged)” in which they comically reenact scenes from every Batman TV show and movie ever made… in just 22 minutes.
That show has been featured at ImprovBoston’s Geek Week Festival and at Boston Comic Con.
* Headlining Act, Philly Sketchfest / * Featured Act, New York City Sketch Comedy Festival / * Featured Act, Montreal Sketch
Comedy Festival / * Featured Act, ImprovBoston’s Best of Boston Sketch / * Featured Act, Boston Comic Con / * Featured Act,
ImprovBoston’s Geek Week Comedy Festival / * Winning Act, ImprovBoston’s Sketch Cagematch / * Winning Act, The Tribe Theater’s
World’s Best Variety Showdown

SWAGHETTI YOLONAISE (Montreal, QC)
Swaghetti Yolonaise is a multidisciplinary theatre organization, with professional actors who
have emerged from King’s College, London, and the RADA – only to become dick joke artists.

SWAMP MOUTH (Montreal, QC)
Sarah Stupar: she has a bachelors degree in Communication, she
can talk to your brain.
Sara Quinn: she is a Phd student in Psychology. She gets inside
your brain.
Steve Patrick Adams: Chuckle Co. member who won the Canadian
Comedy Award for best stand-up newcomer in 2012: he is your
brain.

TALL SIGH (Toronto, ON)
Tall Sigh is the comedy duo of very good Toronto women, Nicole Elsasser and
Meredith Cheesbrough. For the past four years, Tall Sigh has been bringing their
earnest absurdity to stages and videos. Come give them a little clap-clap!
Montreal Sketchfest is Tall Sigh’s favourite thing.

TALL TALL LADY (Montreal, QC)
Tall Tall Lady is a mostly female sketch group: 4 ladies and 1 guy who resembles a lady
from behind, at a distance. If you squint.
Forged in the fires of Montreal Improv, in February 2015, Tall Tall Lady will take you to a
strange, strange place.
Hot off their debut shows at Montreal Improv and Theatre Ste. Catherine, Tall Tall Lady is
movin’ and shakin’ and ready to go.

THAT’S SO WHATEVER (Toronto, ON)
They’re 8 of the worst human people in existence
but together they can overwhelm a large mutant
or un-sedated ape. They are Aimee Ambroziak
(Second City Tour co), Gillian Bartolucci (The
Sketchersons), Marshall Lorenzo (Panacea), Ted
Hambly (Garbage Day), closet American John
Amir Fazli (The Connie Chungs), Kristie Gunter
(Ghost Girls), Guy Bradford (Rulers of the
Universe) and John Richardson (Hell). They like
talking about human bones.
Much of That’s so Whatever’s members were involved in the Fringe Comedy show ‘Everything is Fine’ which performed to rave
reviews. And Marshall and Gillian performed in the 5N reviewed Jan sketch review ‘Panacea’ which was selected to perform in
the 2015 Toronto Sketchfest. Aimee Ambroziak joined the Second City Touring Company after returning from Boat Co. and was
nominated runner up in Now Magazines 2014 best improv troupe along with Gillian and Kristie.
They have been performing in and around Toronto for some time now, including competitions such as last year’s Montreal
Sketchfest, Sketch Com-Ageddon, The Big City Improv Festival and at venues such as Comedy Bar, So-Cap theatre and Second
City.

THE BIXTONS (Toronto, ON)
“Christian Smith is an Actor/Comedian/Improviser from Toronto. He’s a member of the sketch
comedy troupe The Riot. He is excited to be performing solo in this festival. Not because the
other members of his troupe bailed on him… he… he swears”

THE PRIESTY BOYZ (Montreal, QC)
The Priesty Boyz are the hottest Christian Rap Duo of a Generation. Born into poverty
and crime, they weren’t always the Holy Rappers that they are today. With backgrounds
in street crime and gang affiliations, they have a connection to the streets that most Holy
Men don’t have. They use this rare connection to turn those in need onto the right path by
spreading the word of God through their Rap Music

THE ROCKET SCIENTISTS (Toronto, ON)
The Rocket Scientists are smart, silly, often nerdy
and always a blast. Their high-concept style plays
with genre and language, garnering them coverage in
various Toronto publications. They are winners of the
2013 Toronto Sketchfest Producers’ Pick Award.
Founded in 2011, the Rocket Scientists have performed
at venues all across the City of Toronto. They have also
performed in the New York Sketch Comedy Festival
at the People’s Improv Theatre in 2013 and the 2014
Montreal Sketchfest.
The Rocket Scientists have been featured in several publications, including interviews with BiteTV and The Grid.
Individually, the Rocket Scientists are: Ephraim Ellis, Brandon Hackett, Kevin Macneil, and Chris Small.

THE SIGNIFICNTS (Montreal, QC)
The Significnts are a radical feminist comedy bluegrass collective based in Montreal. Its
founding members are Kirsten Humbert (guitar and vocals), Gina Freeman (handclaps), and
Tessa J. Brown (banjo and vocals). The Significunts unique combination of radical feminism,
comedy, and bluegrass is born out of its founders INTENSE FEMINIST COMEDY. And also
the fact that Tessa owns a banjo. Its current line-up consists of Kirsten Humbert and Tessa J.
Brown.

THE WEAKER VESSELS (Toronto, ON)
Patrons pick award winners ,The Weaker Vessels
regularly perform runs of hilarious & original
sketch revues for sold out Toronto audiences.
Now Magazine described them as “the brainier
side of Kids in the Hall”, promising “Guaranteed
Laughs”. Official Selection, Toronto Sketch
Comedy Festival.
The Weaker Vessels promise to “push you,
laughing, into forbidden territory with your selfrespect intact.”—
“Clever, existential, absurdist & whip-smart
sketch comedy.” — Mooney on Theatre

THE WIRE MOTHERS (New York, NY)
The Wire Mothers is a musical sketch comedy duo featuring Briana Kelly and
Madonna Marie Refugia. Birthed from the loins of Philly’s all-female sketch comedy
group ManiPedi, The Wire Mothers will make you ugly-laugh and pretty-cry with
their renditions of music from the lesser-known, gritty underground world of off-offoff Broadway.
Diane Nowandlater (Madonna Refugia) and Carol Buttermench (Briana Kelly)
have been planning the memorial concert of off, off, off Broadway composer Mel
Buttermench for over a decade. Unfortunately, Mel’s continued existence made it
impossible to perform…UNTIL NOW! Mel Buttermench is dead and Diane and
Carol invite you to watch as they sing Mel’s hits and reflect on the life and struggle of
a man who, while not famous in life, WILL be posthumously.

TROPIC OF CAPRICORN (Montreal, QC)
Tropic of Capricorn is a new sketch comedy troupe composed of Charles Roburn, Annie
Yao and Tali Brady. They seek to entertain with sketches that draw from popular culture
(and sometimes literature, when they’re feeling all high-falutin’.)
Charles Roburn is a playwright, actor and improviser, best known for the 2012 Fringe
hit The Little Prince as Told by Machiavelli. Annie Yao is an actor who recently finished
Black Theatre Workshop’s Artistic Mentorship Program and is the creator and star of the
web series So This Happened. Tali Brady is an actor, playwright and former Sketchfest
participant from a few years back with the local troupe Fries & Coffee.

UNCALLED FOR (Montreal, QC)
Uncalled For is an award-winning, dream-weaving sketch
and improv troupe who have been working together to make
comedy since the dawn of this century. Join members Mike
Hughes and Matt Goldberg for their two-man dizzifying,
lightning-quick offering at this years Montreal Sketch Fest!

VEST OF FRIENDS (Toronto, ON)
Vest of Friends are Marc Hallworth and Morgan George (Festival
troupe since 2011)

WE JUST MAKE THIS STUFF UP (Montreal, QC)
We Just Make This Stuff Up is a Group of Improvisors, Writers, and generally funny people
based out of Montreal’s Piranha Bar. Comprised of former Montreal Improv Students,
Former Members of On the Spot Improv, and other various acting and comedy backgrounds,
WJMTSU is taking it’s first full length play (Thank you for Calling) to the Hamilton Fringe
Festival this summer.

WENDIGO (New York, NY)
Legend says the Wendigo was born & bred at NYC’s Magnet Theater, where
it waits in the shadows to scare with it’s smart writing and surprising heart. A
team of veteran sketch performers and writers, Wendigo presents their very best
sketches of 2014. Directed by Kevin Cobbs.
Official Selection 2015 Chicago Sketch Comedy Festival
Official Selection 2015 San Francisco Sketch Comedy Festival
WENDIGO breaks away from Magnet Sketch Sundays to bring you a night of
some of their best sketches before they hit the road. Thumbin’ rides, stealin’ pies
and depending on the kindness of strangers.
Members of Wendigo have worked with: Broad City, UCB Comedy, MTV, VH1,
A&E, PBS, NPR, TruTV, College Humor, Marvel Comics, The Onion News Network,
LandlineTV, Sesame Street, Above Average, Story Pirates, and have performed at
improv and comedy festivals throughout North America.

